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a b s t r a c t

The focus of this paper is on achieving robustness in the seismic design against uncertainties in the design
process. In this regard, we present a reliability based robust design optimization approach to achieve
designs that are not only safe and cost efficient, but also robust against uncertainties. The aim here is
to adjust easy-to-control design parameters to reduce the variability of the seismic response to hard-to-
control noise parameters while also considering design safety and budget. The proposed approach is dem-
onstrated with a steel moment resisting frame design, considering uncertainties and spatial variability in
connection parameters. Here, the sizes of the steel sections constitute the design parameters, while the
uncertain and spatially variable parameters of the Ibarra–Krawinkler connection model are treated as
noise parameters. The design objectives include the collapse prevention reliability conditional on a max-
imum earthquake intensity level, as well as the initial cost of the structure. To reduce computation
demands in calculating the seismic response variation, design parameters that have a negligible effect
on seismic response are first eliminated through sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, the seismic response
variation is evaluated parametrically to investigate the effect of connection parameter spatial variability.
Finally, the authors demonstrate the use of proposed robust design optimization approach to obtain a
Pareto Front, a collection of optimal designs that are optimized for both reliability and cost.

! 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Beam–column connections are generally designed to prevent
fracture before beams yield to ensure ductility. However during
the 1994 Northridge earthquake, premature fractures were
observed in the connections of steel frame buildings which
resulted in brittle structural failure [1]. This observation led to
extensive research on the seismic behavior of steel frame connec-
tions, through which several connection models were developed,
including the bilinear model [2–4], the Fouch and Shi model
[1,5], the Kishi and Chen model [6,7], and the Ibarra Krawinkler
(IK) model [8].

These connection models define force–deformation relation-
ships with multiple imprecisely-known, connection-related
parameters, values of which are determined based on experience,
engineering judgment, or statistical analysis. Furthermore,

hard-to-control variability in fabrication and material properties
exacerbate the imprecision of these parameter values. This connec-
tion parameter uncertainty naturally leads to variability in seismic
response, the level of which depends on the sensitivity of the struc-
tural design to connection behavior. Hence, robustness (i.e. insensi-
tivity) of seismic behavior to the connection behavior is a desirable
property, and must be evaluated as part of the structural design
process.

Of course, another important source of uncertainty in seismic
design is the ground motion variability, which has been studied
extensively by many researchers. For instance, Shome et al. [9]
employed a probabilistic approach to study the seismic demand
variability under various seismic intensity measures, while Take-
waki [10] and Moustafa [11] used the critical excitation method
to consider the worst case seismic response due to a class of allow-
able earthquakes. The robustness of the structural design against
ground motion variability has also recently been studied [12].
However, the effect of connection behavior on the seismic response
of a steel frame has not yet been studied in published literature,
which is precisely the focus of this paper.
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The Robust Design approach aims to achieve product (or pro-
cess) design that is insensitive to uncertainty in noise parameters
by carefully selecting design parameters. In this study, robust
design approach is employed to ensure robustness in seismic
design. The connection parameter uncertainty is treated as the
noise parameter and the steel section sizes as the design parame-
ters. Herein, the robust design problem is solved through multi-
objective optimization techniques, which have previously been
implemented in several studies on steel moment resisting frame
design [13,14]. These previous studies, however, focused primarily
on optimizing safety and cost of the design without explicitly con-
sidering robustness as a criteria. In our study, multi-objective opti-
mization is formulated considering robustness against uncertainty,
safety, and cost, as three distinct design objectives. This multi-
objective design approach is then integrated with reliability analy-
sis, in which the collapse prevention reliability index is treated as
safety criteria.

In this paper, the application and feasibility of this multi-objec-
tive, reliability-based, robust design method is demonstrated on a
multi-story, multi-bay steel moment resisting frame design. For
this novel method to be successfully implemented, two distinct
tasks must first be completed. The first task entails determining
the sensitivity of connection parameters on seismic response. This
task is necessary to eliminate parameters with a negligible sensi-
tivity on the seismic response, so as to reduce the computational
demand for calculating seismic response variation. Until recently,
there was a lack of reliable statistical information regarding the
connection parameter values [15]. Hence, there is a need to update
the earlier research undertaken to determine the seismic sensitiv-
ity of connection parameters [1,7,16,17]. Here, we will present a
sensitivity analysis for the IK model parameter sensitivities, focus-
ing on both pushover analysis and incremental dynamic analysis,
utilizing recently published, reliable statistical information regard-
ing the connection parameters. The second task entails determin-
ing the effect of spatial variability of the connection parameters
on seismic response. Spatial variability of connection parameters
are caused due to connection behavior varying at different loca-
tions in a structure due to material, geometric, and fabrication var-
iability. Earlier studies by and large assumed a perfect correlation
between the parameters of spatially distributed connections
within a structure. Connection parameters, however, are not fully
correlated (i.e. exhibit a spatial variability), and thus, connection
parameter uncertainties must be evaluated separately for each
connection (i.e., each connection parameter for each member
should be considered as a random variable). Here, we present a
parametric study based upon both the pushover and incremental
dynamic analyses completed to evaluate the effect of spatial vari-
ability on seismic response variation.

The present paper is organized as follows. The IK model and its
recently published statistics are overviewed in Section 2 followed
by introduction of the case study structure in Section 3. The seis-
mic sensitivity of connection parameters is discussed in Section 4,
the role of spatial variability of connection parameters is evaluated
in Section 5, and the multi-objective, reliability-based, robust
design methodology is illustrated in Section 6 through the design
of a multi-story, multi-bay steel moment resisting frame. In Sec-
tion 7, the research findings are summarized, conclusions are
drawn, limitations of the present work are discussed and possible
future work is proposed.

2. IK model and its statistics

First proposed by Ibarra et al. [8], the IK model is characterized
by three strength parameters [My: the effective yield moment;
Mc: the capping moment (the post yield strength ratio defined as

Mc/My); and the residual moment: Mr = jMy, where j is the residual
strength ratio]; four deformation parameters [Hy: the yield rota-
tion; Hp: the pre-capping plastic rotation; Hpc: the post-
capping plastic rotation; and Hu: the ultimate plastic rotation
capacity], and one cyclic deterioration parameter: K as shown in
Fig. 1. In a recent extensive experimental study, Lignos and
Krawinkler [15] calibrated the connection parameter values against
the experimental measurements under various loading histories for
a database of more than 300 steel sections. From this work, they
reported statistical information for IK model connection parame-
ters [15], which are implemented in this study (see Table 1).

In this research, all connections are assumed to be other-than
reduced beam sections (RBS)1, with A572 grade 50ksi steel as the
material for all beams and columns. In the research of Lignos and
Krawinkler [15], the mean value of j is suggested to be 0.4, while
standard deviation is not provided for j due to the insufficient data.
Herein, j is assumed to be subject to a normal distribution, and the
coefficient of variation is assumed to be 0.1 since an exact value is
unavailable in the literature. The spatial correlation between Hp,
Hpc and K, determined from multivariate distributions provided
by Lignos and Krawinkler [15], is shown in Table 2. Since only the
correlations between Hp, Hpc and K are provided in Lignos and
Krawinkler [15], other IK model parameters for the same connection
are deemed mutually independent. The ultimate plastic rotation
capacity, Hu, was reported to be heavily dependent upon the load
history [9]. For a stepwise cyclic load, Hu for beams (with other-than
RBS beam connection) ranges from 0.05 to 0.06 rad. Herein, a value
of 0.06 rad is assumed for Hu.

3. Case study structure: initial design

A four-story, four-bay, steel frame structure2, designed in accor-
dance with ASCE 7 [19] and AISC 341 [20], is employed in this study
(Fig. 2). The beam and column sections are grouped into eight cate-
gories, denoted from S1 to S8. In the sensitivity and spatial variability
analysis, section sizes S1 to S8 are defined as W24 ! 207, W24 ! 207,
W24 ! 162, W24 ! 162, W30 ! 108, W30 ! 108, W24 ! 84 and
W24 ! 84, respectively. This configuration leads to a seismic weight
of 940 kips (4181 kN) for the second, third and fourth floors and
1045 kips (4648 kN) for the roof. For the case study structure, the
median maximum inter-story drift ratio under the maximum con-
sidered earthquake hazard level is 2.48% and the fundamental period
is 0.94 s.

4. Evaluating seismic sensitivity of connection parameters

Sensitivity analysis is a commonly used tool in seismic engi-
neering with a number of methods available in the literature to
rank the statistical importance of parameters [1,21,22]. Herein,
the perturbation method is employed due to its reported simplicity
and efficiency [1,23]. In this method, the model with all connection
parameters set at their mean (or median) value is referred to as the
‘nominal model.’ The value of the connection parameter under
study is perturbed to its mean ± 2 ! standard deviation for a nor-
mal random variable and to median ! e±2!dispersion for a lognormal
random variable, with all other connection parameters set at their
mean (or median) value. The models with the connection parame-
ters perturbed to their largest value and their smallest value are
henceforth referred to as the ‘upper level model’ and ‘lower level
model,’ respectively. A pushover analysis and an incremental

1 In the work of Lignos and Krawinkler [15], connections are categorized as
connections with ‘reduced beam sections’ and connections with ‘other-than reduced
beam sections’, and statistics are provided separately.

2 The case study example is adapted from FEMA P695 [18].
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dynamic analysis are then used to investigate the seismic response
of the nominal model and perturbed models. The sensitivity of the
seismic response to each connection parameter is evaluated by

calculating the difference between the response of the perturbed
models and that of the nominal model.

4.1. Sensitivity analysis based on pushover analysis

In a pushover analysis, a laterally distributed force is applied
with gradually increasing magnitude to the structure until the tar-
get roof displacement is reached. Although less accurate than the
nonlinear time history analysis in predicting seismic demand for
low-to-midrise buildings, push over analysis is the most com-
monly used analysis method in design [24] as it poses significantly

Fig. 1. Modified IK deterioration model composed of the (a) Monotonic Curve (b) and the Cyclic Determination Curve [15].

Table 1
Statistics for each parameter of the IK model [15].

Mean or mediana: l Coefficient of variation or dispersionb: d Distribution type

Hp (rad) 0.022 0.27 Lognormal
Hpc (rad) 0.17 0.35 Lognormal
K (rad) 1.1 0.44 Lognormal
My/My,p

d 1.17 0.21 Normal
Mc/My 1.11 0.05 Normal
jc 0.4 0.1 Normal
Fy (ksi) 55.1 0.12 Normal

a Mean value for the respective normal and lognormal distributions. Herein, the median means the mean value of logarithm values.
b Coefficient of the variation for the normal distribution and the dispersion for the lognormal distribution. Herein, the dispersion is the

standard deviation of logarithm values for the lognormal random variable.
c Statistics not provided in Lignos and Krawinkler [15], assumed value is used.
d Myp – yield moment, which is defined as a plastic section modulus, multiplied by the measured material yield strength.

Table 2
Correlation coefficient for the IK model parameter [15].

Hp Hpc K

Hp 1 0.69 0.44
Hpc 0.69 1 0.67
K 0.44 0.67 1

Fig. 2. Elevation view of the example steel moment resisting frame (1ft = 0.3048 m).
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less computational demands. In this study, the lateral load pattern
is assumed to follow the fundamental mode of the structure. The
shear force–roof drift ratio curves are obtained for each connection
parameter except for the cyclic deterioration parameter, K, as
shown in Fig. 3.3

In Fig. 3, for the nominal model, the shear force increases line-
arly with respect to the roof drift ratio until the ratio reaches 1.2%,
at which structural yielding begins. After yielding, with increasing
roof drift ratio, the frame gains strength through strain hardening,
until the roof drift ratio reaches the capping point around 3%.
Beyond this point the frame begins to lose strength with increasing
roof drift ratio.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the pre-capping plastic rotation (Hp)
begins to influence the pushover curve immediately upon yielding,
and the roof drift ratio at the capping point increases from 3% for
the nominal model, to 4% for the upper level model. Decreasing
pre-capping plastic rotation (Hp) on the other hand reduces the
roof drift ratio of the capping point to 2.5%. As shown in
Fig. 3(b), post-capping plastic rotation (Hpc) began to influence
the pushover curve only after the capping point was reached, as
expected. Also note that Hpc exhibits a greater effect on ductility
than Hp. The upper level model can be pushed to a roof drift ratio
as large as 15%, while this value is 10% for the nominal model and
8% for the lower level model. As shown in Fig. 3(c), an increase in
the ratio of the effective yield moment to the yield moment
(My/My,p) increases both the strength and ductility of the steel
frame under study. In Fig. 3(d), the post yield strength ratio
(Mc/My) is shown to affect the maximum shear force at the capping
point (maximum strength), rather than the yielding shear strength.
Comparatively, Mc/My exhibits a smaller effect on strength than
My/My,p, and the influence of Mc/My diminishes with an increase
in the drift. As show in Fig. 3(e), residual strength ratio (j) does
not affect the pushover curve until the roof drift exceeds 9%. As
shown in Fig. 3(f), the effect of yield strength (Fy) is similar to that
of My/My,p, with a slightly smaller magnitude. Compared to all
other parameters, Fy and My/My,p exhibit the largest two effects
on the pushover curve.

4.2. Sensitivity analysis based on incremental dynamic analysis

Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA), a powerful method for
evaluating both the seismic demand and capacity [16], is also used
in this research. IDA involves performing a series of nonlinear
dynamic analyses under a suite of ground motions scaled to multi-
ple intensity levels. Hence IDA can capture the behavior of the
structure from the linear elastic to the nonlinear inelastic range,
and finally to ultimate collapse. Performing IDA entails (i) selecting
a suite of ground motion records and (ii) determining the engineer-
ing demand parameters (EDP), and defining the seismic intensity
measure (IM) [25]. For purposes of this research, the maximum
inter-story drift ratio (ISDR) is selected as the EDP, and the 5%
damped fundamental period spectral acceleration (Sa (T1, 5%)) is
selected as the IM.

According to Vamvatsikos and Cornell [26], ten to twenty
ground motions are sufficient to guarantee accuracy in estimating
seismic demand for low to mid-rise buildings. In this study, a suite
of thirty ground motions adopted in Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis
[27] are used to perform the IDA as listed in Table 3. The selected
ground motions exhibit magnitudes between 6.5 and 6.9 and a
moderate distance to fault rupture. After obtaining the results of
the nonlinear dynamic analysis for thirty ground motions, the
EDP values are plotted against the IM values, and the EDP-IM curve
is obtained by fitting the discrete points with a polynomial func-
tion. The reader is referred to Vamvatsikos and Cornell [25] for fur-
ther detail on this analysis.

Under each specific IM value, EDP values change from seismic
record-to-record, a phenomenon known as the ground motion var-
iability. The variability of EDP values for a given IM can be well-
represented with a lognormal distribution [28], which is also the
case for the variability of IM values under a given EDP. The median
IM versus the EDP (or the median EDP versus the IM) curve, which
is the median IDA curve or the 50% fractile IDA curve, can then be
obtained.

The median IDA curves for the nominal model and for each per-
turbed model are shown in Fig. 4. The effect of the pre-capping
plastic rotation (Hp), and the cyclic deterioration parameter (K)
can be considered negligible, since the difference between the
median IDA curve of nominal models and perturbed models is less
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Fig. 3. Shear force versus the roof drift ratio curve for the nominal model and for each perturbed model (1 kips = 4448.2 N).

3 K is not involved in this pushover analysis, and thus its effect is not shown.
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than 2% over the entire range of the curves. The effect of the resid-
ual strength ratio (j) can also be considered negligible, since for
the given maximum ISDR, the difference between the Sa (T1, 5%)
of the nominal model and that of the perturbed model is less than
5%. The effect of the pre-capping plastic rotation (Hpc), and the
post yield strength ratio (Mc/My) are noticeable, however. For both

Hpc and Mc/My, while the maximum difference between the upper
level and nominal model predictions are less than 5%, this differ-
ence is approximately 20% between the lower level and nominal
model predictions. My/Myp, and Fy also exhibit a noticeable effect
on the seismic response, with the maximum difference between
the perturbed and nominal models at approximately 10%. In

Table 3
Ground motions for performing an incremental dynamic analysis, as adopted from Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis (2009).

No. Event Station Component Ma Db (km) PGAc (g) Soil‘ classd

1 Loma Prieta, 1989 Agnews State Hospital 090 6.9 28.2 0.159 C,D
2 Northridge, 1994 LA, Baldwin Hills 090 6.7 31.3 0.239 B,B
3 Imperial Valley, 1979 Compuertas 285 6.5 32.6 0.147 C,D
4 Imperial Valley, 1979 Plaster City 135 6.5 31.7 0.057 C,D
5 Loma Prieta, 1989 Hollister Diff. Array 255 6.9 25.8 0.279 _,D
6 San Fernando, 1971 LA, Hollywood Stor. Lot 180 6.6 21.2 0.174 C,D
7 Loma Prieta, 1989 Anderson Dam Downstream 270 6.9 21.4 0.244 B,D
8 Loma Prieta, 1989 Coyote Lake Dam Downstream 285 6.9 22.3 0.179 B,D
9 Imperial Valley, 1979 El Centro Array #12 140 6.5 18.2 0.143 C,D
10 Imperial Valley, 1979 Cucapah 085 6.5 23.6 0.309 C,D
11 Northridge, 1994 LA, Hollywood Stor. FF 360 6.7 25.5 0.358 C,D
12 Loma Prieta, 1989 Sunnyvale Colton Ave 270 6.9 28.8 0.207 C,D
13 Loma Prieta, 1989 Anderson Dam Downstream 360 6.9 28.8 0.207 C,D
14 Imperial Valley, 1979 Chihuahua 012 6.5 28.7 0.27 C,D
15 Imperial Valley, 1979 El Centro Array #13 140 6.5 21.9 0.117 C,D
16 Imperial Valley, 1979 Westmoreland Fire Station 090 6.5 15.1 0.074 C,D
17 Loma Prieta, 1989 Hollister South & Pine 000 6.9 28.8 0.371 _,D
18 Loma Prieta, 1989 Sunnyvale Colton Ave 360 6.9 28.8 0.209 C,D
19 Superstition Hills, 1987 Wildlife Liquefaction Array 090 6.7 24.4 0.18 C,D
20 Imperial Valley, 1979 Chihuahua 282 6.5 28.7 0.254 C,D
21 Imperial Valley, 1979 El Centro Array #13 230 6.5 21.9 0.139 C,D
22 Imperial Valley, 1979 Westmoreland Fire Station 180 6.5 15.1 0.11 C,D
23 Loma Prieta, 1989 Halls Valley 000 6.9 31.6 0.103 C,C
24 Loma Prieta, 1989 WAHO 000 6.9 16.9 0.37 _,D
25 Superstition Hills, 1987 Wildlife Liquefaction Array 360 6.7 24.4 0.2 C,D
26 Imperial Valley, 1979 Cucapah 015 6.5 32.6 0.186 C,D
27 Imperial Valley, 1979 Plaster City 045 6.5 31.7 0.042 C,D
28 Loma Prieta, 1989 Hollister Diff. Array 165 6.9 25.8 0.269 _,D
29 San Fernando,1971 LA, Hollywood Stor. Lot 090 6.6 21.2 0.21 C,D
30 Loma Prieta, 1989 WAHO 090 6.9 16.9 0.638 _,D

a Magnitude.
b Closest distance to fault ruptur.
c Peak ground acceleration.
d USGS, Geomatrix soil class.
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Fig. 4. Median IDA curve for nominal base model and for each perturbed model.
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addition, My/Myp, and Fy exhibit a significant effect on the median
IDA immediately after yielding of the frame. The results indicate
that more effort should be put to gain better understanding of
Mc/My, My/Myp and Fy, since reducing variance in these parameters
would help the most in reducing the variance in seismic response,
and thus to increase reliability.

4.3. Summary discussion

The sensitivity analysis conducted considering pushover analy-
sis reveal that Hp, Mc/My, My/My,p and Fy influence the pushover
curve as soon as the frame starts to yield; Hpc influences the
push-over curve only after the capping point is exceeded; and j
exhibits an observable effect on the push-over curve much later
than all other parameters. Consistent with the results obtained
for pushover analysis, the sensitivity analysis conducted based on
IDA reveals that Hpc, Mc/My, My/Myp, and Fy exhibit more significant
effects on seismic response compared to other parameters. Thus,
the robust design optimization discussed in Section 6 is completed
considering these four parameters of the IK model. Although Hp is
observed to have a less significant effect during the IDA analysis, it
is observed to have a noticeable influence in the pushover analysis
and hence, is also considered in the robust design optimization.

The cyclic deterioration parameter (K) is not considered during
robust design optimization because its effect is negligible. The
effect of the residual strength ratio (j) becomes noticeable for
the maximum ISDR values in excess of 8% (Fig. 4(f)), this is much
larger than the maximum ISDR value of a common design con-
formed by ASCE 7 and AISC 341. Thus, the residual strength ratio
(j) is also excluded from the robust design optimization process
discussed in Section 5.

5. Evaluating the importance of spatial variability of connection
parameters

It is known that connection parameters exhibit variability
between connections within the same steel frame. Herein, two
extreme cases are considered: a perfectly correlated and a perfectly
uncorrelated inter-member relationship. In the perfectly correlated
inter-member relationship, which is the most common treatment
in the established literature, each connection parameter is
described with the same random variable for all connections
within the structure. Conversely, a perfectly uncorrelated inter-
member relationship means that each connection parameter is
described with mutually uncorrelated random variables for all con-
nections within the structure.

It is also plausible to assume that the inter-member correlation
coefficient for beams within the same floor is greater than that for
beams on different floors, since the beams within the same floor
are constructed within a relatively short period and usually share
the same section size and workmanship. Therefore, the term
intra-floor correlation is assigned for beams within the same floor
and the inter-floor correlation for beams on different floors. Six
cases with different combinations of intra-floor and inter-floor cor-
relation coefficients are studied to investigate the effects of spatial
variability on seismic response variations (see Table 4). In Case 1,

parameters are assumed to be perfectly uncorrelated (correlation
coefficient = 0), whereas in Case 6 the parameters are assumed to
be perfectly correlated (correlation coefficient = 1). Cases 2 to case
5 are assumed to have correlation coefficients in between these
two extremes.

For the steel frame under study, there are a total of 12 distinct
connections, each with seven connection parameters, i.e., a total of
84 random variables. The mean values and standard deviation of
these random variables are determined according to Table 1, and
the correlation matrix of these random variables is determined
using Tables 2 and 4. The total number of the correlation coeffi-
cients is therefore 84 * (84"1)/2 = 3486. The Latin Hypercube Sam-
pling method is used to generate random samples of connection
parameter sets. For each sample, a pushover analysis and an incre-
mental dynamic analysis is performed to obtain a shear force–roof
drift ratio curve and a median IDA curve, respectively. Although
not shown here, a convergence test is used to select a sample size
of 300 for the Latin Hypercube sampling.

5.1. Spatial variability study based on pushover analysis

The shear force–roof drift ratio curves for the 300 structural
models with random sets of connection parameter values are
shown in Fig. 5 for the six cases of spatial correlations. As evident
in Fig. 5, case 1 exhibits the smallest variability, while case 6 exhib-
its the largest variability due to connection parameter uncertainty.

The dispersion of the shear force as a function of the roof drift
ratio is calculated by assuming a lognormal distribution of the
shear force for any given roof drift ratio, as shown in Fig. 6. In each
instance, the dispersion increased with an increase in the roof drift
ratio. This increase in dispersion is due to the involvement of a lar-
ger number of connection parameters as the frame is pushed from
linear response to yielding, to the capping point, to negative drop-
ping and finally to collapse, thus introducing a greater uncertainty
in the connection parameters. In Fig. 6, as expected, case 1 exhibits
the smallest dispersion, while case 6 exhibits the largest dispersion
which is more than three times greater than that of case 1. The
assumption that connection parameters are perfectly correlated
in structural modeling is therefore quite conservative.

5.2. Spatial variability study based on incremental dynamic analysis

The median IDA curves for the 300 structural models with ran-
dom sets of connection parameter values are shown in Fig. 7 for the
six cases of spatial correlations. The dispersion of Sa (T1, 5%) for the
maximum ISDR is shown in Fig. 8. Here, case 1 exhibits a greater
dispersion than case 6 when the maximum ISDR is less than 3%.
This can possibly be attributed to the variability in the yielding
strength between different members, which, in turn, can lead to
irregularities in structural behavior. This phenomenon, which
demonstrates that the perfect correlation assumption may not be
conservative, is not reflected in the spatial variability study based
on a pushover analysis.

For the maximum ISDR values exceeding 3%, however, case 6
consistently exhibits a larger dispersion than case 1. For most of
the segment in which maximum ISDR exceeds 3%, the dispersion
of case 6 is more than twice that of case 1, demonstrating the con-
servatism associated with a perfectly correlated connection behav-
ior assumption. This finding means that for ISDR values exceeding
3%, the irregular distribution helps to reduce the seismic response
variance.

Comparing cases 1, 2 and 4, which have identical inter-floor
correlation and varying intra-floor correlation, reveals that an
increase in the intra-floor correlation subsequently increases the
dispersion. Similarly, comparing cases 4, 5, and 6, which have iden-
tical intra-floor correlation and varying inter-floor correlation,

Table 4
Correlation coefficient table for the various spatial variability studies.

Intra-floor (%) Inter-floor

0% 50% 100%

0 1 – –
50 2 3 –
100 4 5 6
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reveals that for a maximum ISDR smaller than 3%, an increase in
inter-floor correlation subsequently reduces the dispersion. Con-
versely, for a maximum ISDR greater than 3%, an increase in
inter-floor correlation subsequently increases the dispersion.

6. Multi-objective reliability based robust design optimization

The purpose of robust design, a quality engineering concept,
entails desensitizing–making a product or system response
robust–against ‘‘hard-to-control’’ input parameters (noise parame-
ters), by carefully adjusting ‘‘easy-to-control’’ input parameters
(design parameters). Since first proposed by Taguchi in 1986
[20], robust design has been widely and successfully used to pro-
duce high quality industrial and manufacturing engineering prod-
ucts and processes. The Taguchi method and its variants [29,30]
and the robust design optimization method [31] are the most
widely used approaches for robust design.

The Taguchi method is fundamentally an experimental design
approach [30], which while easy to implement, has been the
subject of criticism [32,33] since only a select few designs may

be evaluated and compared. With the help of recent advancements
in computational capabilities and enhanced optimization tech-
niques, the Robust Design Optimization (RDO) method was devel-
oped and implemented in lieu of the Taguchi method [33]. RDO is
capable of exploring the entire solution space to find the optimum
designs and directly evaluating highly nonlinear problems, and
thus is implemented herein. RDO is expressed as:

Find d to optimized : ½Cðd; zÞ;Rðd; zÞ& ð1Þ

Subject to : giðd; zÞ 6 0 i ¼ 1; . . . ; n

where d is the vector of the design variables; z is the vector of
uncertain variables; R is the robustness measure; C is the cost (ini-
tial cost or life-cycle cost); and g is the constraint function.

One of the most important aspects of implementing the RDO
method involves determining a suitable robustness measure (R).
The most commonly used robustness measure is the standard
deviation of the system response [33]. For instance, in the design
of steel frames, Lagaros and Fragiadakis [3,4] employed the stan-
dard deviation of seismic response as a robustness measure, which
was optimized simultaneously with material weight (i.e., cost
measure). However, the mean value of system response should
also be considered in the design process [33] because a design that
yields a low standard deviation but has a poor mean seismic per-
formance cannot be considered an acceptable design. The mean
value of the seismic response (l) and the logarithm of the standard
deviation of the seismic response (d) can be integrated to form a
single robustness measure (b), which may, for instance, take the
following form:

b ¼ lnðscÞ " lnðlÞ
d

ð2Þ

where sc is a given seismic capacity value, which depends on the
seismic performance. It should be noted that b is not a novel mea-
sure; it is indeed the reliability index for satisfying seismic capacity
while considering variability in seismic demand. Since this measure
considers both the mean value and the standard deviation of seis-
mic demand, it serves as an ideal robustness indicator. In this study,
the robustness indicator given in Eq. (2) is formulated using the
maximum ISDR as the seismic demand measure.
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Fig. 5. Shear force ratio–roof drift ratio curve for the random samples of the six spatial variability cases.
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Fig. 6. Dispersion versus the roof drift ratio curve for the spatial variability cases.
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Aside from the connection parameter uncertainty, the variation
due to uncertainties in ground motion records, known as ground
motion variability, is another important source of uncertainty.
When the ground motion variability is considered, the reliability
index for satisfying the seismic capacity can be expressed as:

b ¼ lnðscÞ " lnðlÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2 þ d2

g

q ð3Þ

where dg is the logarithm of the standard deviation of the inter-
story drift due to ground motion variability, which for steel frames
is approximately 0.3 [28]. Due to the limited resources, cost must
also be considered as an objective in RDO. With b selected as the
robustness measure and cost considered as an objective, RDO
becomes a reliability-based, multi-objective robust design.

This multi-objective, reliability-based design approach is
deployed on the steel frame described previously in Section 3.
Herein, the weight of the steel frame is employed as the cost mea-
sure, which is a commonly employed practice [3,4,34]. To address
safety concerns in the design optimization, ASCE 7 and AISC 341

are fully implemented as design constraints so that the RDO of
the steel moment resisting frame can be stated as follows:

Find a set of steel section sizes ðS1 to S8Þ to optimize
½b;Wði:e:;weight of steel moment resisting frameÞ&
Subject to : ASCE 7 and AISC 341 code requirement

ð4Þ

The section sizes (S1–S8) are treated as design parameters that are
taken from the sections in Table 5. The frame is assumed to be
located in Los Angeles, California, where the short period spectra
acceleration and the spectral acceleration at 1 s are 1.504 g and
0.5 g, respectively. The soil type is assumed to be D.

Here, the collapse prevention is considered as the performance
level, since it is the most detrimental to exceeding this limit state.
The capacity (sc) for collapse prevention performance level is
determined at 5% according to FEMA 356 [35]. The corresponding
seismic intensity level for collapse prevention is the maximum
considered earthquake, which in other words is the seismic inten-
sity with a 2% probability of being exceeded in 50 years. Thus, b in
Eq. (4) can be stated as the collapse prevention reliability as a func-
tion of the maximum considered level of the earthquake. The
capacity spectrum method detailed in FEMA 440 [36] is used to
calculate the maximum ISDR to reduce computational demand.

In accordance with the findings of the sensitivity study dis-
cussed in Section 4, the cyclic deterioration parameter (K) and
the residual strength ratio (j), which are observed to have negligi-
ble influence on the seismic demand, are excluded from the
robust design optimization. To determine the spatial variability, a
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Fig. 7. Median IDA curve for the random samples of the six spatial variability cases.
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Fig. 8. Dispersion versus the inter-story drift ratio curve for the six spatial
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Table 5
List of columns and beams.

Column Beam

W24 ! 68 W24 ! 162 W24 ! 62 W27 ! 114
W24 ! 76 W24 ! 176 W24 ! 68 W27 ! 129
W24 ! 84 W24 ! 192 W24 ! 76 W30 ! 90
W24 ! 94 W24 ! 207 W24 ! 84 W30 ! 99
W24 ! 104 W24 ! 229 W24 ! 94 W30 ! 108
W24 ! 117 W24 ! 250 W27 ! 84 W30 ! 116
W24 ! 131 W24 ! 279 W27 ! 94 W30 ! 124
W24 ! 146 W24 ! 306 W27 ! 102 W36 ! 132
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multi-objective, reliability-based design optimization is performed
for two extreme cases: a perfectly correlated inter-member

correlation (case 6 in Table 4) and a perfectly uncorrelated inter-
member correlation (case 1 in Table 4). For each proposed design,
300 random samples are generated, and the inter-story drift ratio
is calculated accordingly. From this inter-story drift ratio, the mean
(l) and standard deviation (d) are calculated, which are then
substituted into Eq. (3) to calculate b.

In multi-objective optimization, the solution is usually a set of
solutions known as a ‘Pareto front’ rather than a single unique
solution. Many methods, such as the weighted sum method [37],
goal programming [38], compromise programming [39], physical
programming [40], and Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
II (NSGA-II) [40] are available to solve the multi-objective optimi-
zation problem. The authors implement the NSGA-II, a heuristic
(derivative-free) optimization method, for its efficiency and accu-
racy in identifying the ‘Pareto front’ [40]. For the problem consid-
ered, objectives and constraints are treated as nonlinear functions
of design variables without any implicit constraints. A population
size of 30 is used for each generation, and a converged solution
(i.e., Pareto front) is acquired after 50 generations. The evolution
process of the cumulative dispersion and weight for case 6 is
shown in Fig. 9.

As is clearly indicated in Fig. 9, the Pareto front designs are
superior compared to the solutions of the previous generation in
that they are less expensive and/or possess a larger b factor. The

Fig. 9. Evolution process of the b and weight for case 6 (1 lb = 0.45 kg).

Fig. 10. Pareto front for cases 1 and 6 (1 lb = 0.45 kg).

Table 6
Section size and objective values for the designs selected from the Pareto front.

Design A Design B Design C Design D Initial design

S1 W24 ! 131 W24 ! 146 W24 ! 146 W24 ! 192 W24 ! 207
S2 W24 ! 176 W24 ! 176 W24 ! 279 W24 ! 306 W24 ! 207
S3 W24 ! 104 W24 ! 131 W24 ! 131 W24 ! 131 W24 ! 162
S4 W24 ! 146 W24 ! 162 W24 ! 176 W24 ! 229 W24 ! 162
S5 W27 ! 94 W27 ! 94 W27 ! 94 W27 ! 129 W30 ! 108
S6 W24 ! 62 W27 ! 94 W27 ! 114 W27 ! 129 W30 ! 108
S7 W24 ! 62 W24 ! 76 W27 ! 94 W27 ! 102 W24 ! 84
S8 W24 ! 62 W24 ! 62 W24 ! 62 W24 ! 84 W24 ! 84

Weight (lb) 70,936 79,888 93,574 111,806 94,050

Case 6
b 0.844 1.664 2.173 2.555 2.05
l (%) 3.75 2.96 2.55 2.26 2.48
d 0.161 0.095 0.076 0.080 0.164

Case 1
b 1.055 1.78 2.256 2.7 2.15
l (%) 3.6 2.96 2.53 2.22 2.48
d 0.083 0.078 0.038 0.028 0.128
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Pareto front visually displays the tradeoffs between the multiple
objectives: a Pareto design with larger b inevitably incurs more
expense, whereas a less expensive design exhibits a smaller b.
Structural designers must consider this tradeoff when finalizing
the design according to a particular preference.

The design originally employed in the analysis of sensitivities
and evaluation of spatial variability, as described in Section 3, is
denoted as the ‘initial design’ in Fig. 9. For this initial design, the
collapse prevention b is determined to be 2.05 with a correspond-
ing failure probability of 2.02%. For comparable weights, design C
(Fig. 9) provides a larger collapse prevention b (2.173, failure prob-
ability = 1.49%) compared to this initial design. Thus, the proposed
approach can improve the collapse prevention reliability for a
given weight (i.e., for a given cost).

The Pareto front for case 1 and case 6 are compared in Fig. 10.
For a given weight, the collapse prevention reliability index is lar-
ger for case 1 than that for case 6, because of the smaller dispersion
of the seismic response for case 1. Among the Pareto front designs
for case 1, the steel section sizes of 13 designs are found to coincide
with the Pareto front designs for case 6. Of the 13 coinciding
designs, four designs, denoted as design A to design D, and the ini-
tial design were selected for comparison. The steel sections,
weight, b, mean (l) and standard deviation (d) of these designs
are summarized in Table 6. A comparison of the d values deter-
mined that the initial design has a much greater d than the Pareto
front designs, demonstrating improved robustness that can be
attributed to the method proposed. It is also observed that a smal-
ler l resulted in a smaller d, as expected. The median shear force-
roof drift ratio curve (i.e., the shear force-roof drift ratio curve
obtained based on median values of connection parameters) for
design A to design D and the initial design is plotted in Fig. 11.
As evident in Fig. 11, though the strength increases from design
A to design D, the cost also increases with a corresponding weight
increase as shown in Table 6, once again emphasizing the conflict-
ing association between the collapse prevention reliability and the
expense.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a reliability-based, multi-objective, design optimi-
zation approach is presented, in which the sensitivity of seismic
response to the connection parameter uncertainty of a four-story,
four-bay, steel frame was studied using the Ibarra–Krawinkler con-
nection model and recently published statistics of connection
parameter values. The spatial variability of connection parameters
is then analyzed followed by the application of a proposed multi-
objective, reliability-based, design optimization approach to the

design of a four-story, four-bay, steel moment-resisting frame.
From this research, some rather compelling discoveries are estab-
lished, as listed below.

1. The proposed multi-objective, reliability-based, design optimi-
zation methodology is observed to improve the collapse pre-
vention reliability. The multi-objective optimization approach
is further observed to yield a tradeoff between collapse preven-
tion reliability and cost, making a tradeoff decision necessary to
finalize the design.

2. A sensitivity study based upon pushover analysis is completed.
It is observed that the pre-capping rotation (Hp), the post yield
strength ratio (Mc/My), the effective yield moment to yield
moment ratio (My/My,p) and the yield strength (Fy) influence
the pushover curve as soon as the frame yields. Additionally,
the post-capping rotation (Hpc) exerts influence on the push-
over curve after the capping point is exceeded, and j affects
the push-over curve later than all other parameters. Of all IK
model parameters, My/My,p, and Fy showed the greatest effect
on the pushover curve.

3. A sensitivity study based upon an incremental dynamic analysis
is completed. It is observed that the My/Myp, Fy, Mc/My and Hpc

exhibit the most significant effect on the median incremental
dynamic analysis curve, while the effect of Hp and the cyclic
deterioration ratio (K) is almost negligible. The effect of the
residual strength ratio (j) on the median IDA curve is notice-
able, however much later than all other parameters.

4. A spatial variability study based on incremental dynamic anal-
ysis is completed. It is observed that the perfect uncorrelated
connection behavior assumption leads to a larger variation in
seismic response when the maximum inter-story drift ratio is
small (less than 3% in the example frame studied). Inversely,
the perfectly correlated connection behavior assumption results
in a larger variation in seismic response as the maximum inter-
story drift ratio becomes larger. For the larger maximum inter-
story drift ratios (larger than 3% in the example studied), the
perfect correlation assumption is found to be unduly
conservative.

5. For smaller maximum inter-story drift ratios, an increase in the
inter-floor correlation is observed to cause a decrease the dis-
persion of the median incremental dynamic analysis curves.
For larger maximum inter-story drift ratios, an increase in the
inter-floor correlation is observed to cause an increase in the
dispersion of the median incremental dynamic analysis curves.

Some limitations for the practical applications of the proposed
method should be noted as follows. It relies on successful imple-
mentation of optimization programming, which may be an unfa-
miliar topic for practicing engineers. To allow the proposed
method to become widely applicable, simplified and easy-to-use
methods that can lead to optimum designs considering multiple
objectives without complex optimization processes, such as the
approach presented in Gong et al. [41], must be developed. More-
over, in future work, implementing the nonlinear dynamic analysis
instead of the capacity spectrum method could further improve the
accuracy of the results obtained here.
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